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Poster: simon c Date: March 09, 2008 03:07:41pm

Forum: netlabels Subject: New basic netlabel-owner upload
instructions.

I've been mailing these to new netlabel owners, thought it might be handy to paste
them here too. 

[Those who aren't a netlabel owner yet - please mail me at simon at archive dot org 
with the name of your netlabel and the email address that you signed up to the 
Archive with!] 

'You can edit your netlabel by clicking the little 'edit' button next to its name on the 
collection screen - you can change the text, and also, if you want to add a logo, 
you need to go edit items, add a 200 x 75 pixel JPG, or thereabouts, and make 
sure it's tagged as 'collection header'. 

The upload method has changed quite a lot recently, but here's the brief 
explanation: 

1. Go to http://www.archive.org/create/ITEMNAME and pick a 
name for the item. 

2. You'll be given an FTP address - log onto it with your normal Archive email 
address and password, and upload all the MP3s and cover JPGs into there. If you 
want a small cover JPG as a thumbnail, name it alphabetically first in terms of your 
uploaded images, and that should work. 

3. After you've done that, click the link to 'check everything in' and you'll be given 
a chance to add details about the item (name, description, etc). Don't worry if it 
take a couple of minutes before you can edit the page - sometimes it takes a little 
while for the XML dropper to kick in. 

4. Just fill in all the details, and make sure that collection = your collection name. 
Then hit submit. Again, don't worry if it takes 5-10 minutes for the item to go live, 
but when it does, everything should be good! 

5. If you want to edit the item again, you can go to the 'Item Manager' link, check 
the files out, and FTP up again to change things around.

This post was modified by simon c on 2008-03-09 22:07:41

 Reply Reply to this post

 

Poster: jm / 
i.standard

Date: January 09, 2006 10:52:28pm

Forum: netlabels Subject: Re: New basic netlabel-owner upload
instructions.

Hi Simon, 

I plan to add a item to the idealstandard collection soon, do I need to follow 
those instructions or can I gop the old way (sorry for bothering but I'm quite 
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offline those last months so I haven't followed all the changes and posts round 
here) 

Thanks!

 Reply Reply to this post

 

Poster: trastienda Date: January 10, 2006 04:48:27pm

Forum: netlabels Subject: Re: New basic netlabel-owner upload
instructions.

Hi Simon! 
The page to create a new directory you wrote in the instructions appears as 
not available. 
Thanks!!

 Reply Reply to this post

 

Poster: BeatriceM Date: January 14, 2006 08:11:28am

Forum: netlabels Subject: Re: New basic netlabel-owner upload
instructions.

Hi there, 

As Alexis wrote below, you need to have the trailing slash in the URL, so 
go to http://www.archive.org/create/ and try again.

 Reply Reply to this post

 

Poster: benekkea Date: January 12, 2006 12:48:10am

Forum: netlabels Subject: Re: New basic netlabel-owner upload
instructions.

Hi simon, 

is impossible for me open http://www.archive.org/create

 Reply Reply to this post

 

Poster: GirdwoodTelevision Date: January 12, 2006 04:48:13am

Forum: netlabels Subject: Re: New basic netlabel-owner
upload instructions.

For some reason, the URL isn't working without the trailing slash, so it's: 

http://www.archive.org/create/

 Reply Reply to this post

 

Poster: benekkea Date: January 12, 2006 07:55:35pm

Forum: netlabels Subject: Re: New basic netlabel-owner upload
instructions.

Thanks...

 Reply Reply to this post

 Poster: gostatino Date: February 04, 2006 07:14:41am
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Forum: netlabels Subject: problem with accent

hi simon ! 
and thx for the works in teh admin pages ! 
WE just have problems with accent (in french there are many accents). I know 
we're not alone in this case (it's cause of xml files ?) 
I tried to encode the text in UTF-8 and in iso 8859-1 
but there always problems : 
see for example : 
http://www.archive.org/details/ar020 
http://www.archive.org/details/delphinedorifloatingexistence 
etc.. etc.. 

Is there a solution i don't know to fix the problem ? 
or do we have to write only in english ?

 Reply Reply to this post

 

Poster: simon c Date: February 04, 2006 12:08:48pm

Forum: netlabels Subject: Re: problem with accent

Please report this problem (there's a 'Report Errors' button in the bottom left
of the details page) and I'm hoping that the Archive coders will find time to 
take a look. It's particularly bad as a problem in netlabels because many 
netlabel owners use languages with accents (French, Spanish, German, etc.)

 Reply Reply to this post

 

Poster: nullbomb Date: June 23, 2006 10:54:49am

Forum: netlabels Subject: Re: problem with accent

I think there's basically locale support problem. I used some text in
chinese/russian as well. and both didn't really work (I get ascii view of the 
characters I input)

 Reply Reply to this post

 

Poster: catjams Date: February 09, 2006 06:18:42am

Forum: netlabels Subject: Re: New basic netlabel-owner upload
instructions.

Hi, 

I messed up -- I uploaded and processed all my releases before I realised that I 
wasn't a netlabel owner yet. I emailed you, Simon, but I haven't heard back yet 
about my netlabel status. Hopefully this isn't too much of a problem. My label 
name is 
Cat Jams 
and my email address is the one attached to this username, catjams at gmail dot 
com. (It's the same username and email that I uploaded my 20 releases under!) 
My releases are all titles JAM-0XX (i.e. http://www.archive.org/details/JAM-002 ), 
and they go from JAM-002 to JAM-023, skipping 006 and 012. 

Thanks for any help, 
Channing

 Reply Reply to this post

 

Poster: bigbluestereo Date: February 26, 2006 09:05:37am

Forum: netlabels Subject: Re: New basic netlabel-owner upload
instructions.
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What should be the subject of the e-mail be? Would "Netlabel" work?

 Reply Reply to this post

 

Poster: simon c Date: February 26, 2006 10:33:00am

Forum: netlabels Subject: Re: New basic netlabel-owner upload
instructions.

Sure!

 Reply Reply to this post

 

Poster: punchidiscos Date: March 08, 2006 09:48:08pm

Forum: netlabels Subject: Re: New basic netlabel-owner upload
instructions.

Hi!!! is my first time here. 
I don't understand a few things... 
I Uploaded a zip, and they say that does not have metadata info :( 
And also, i want to know how to be a netlabel owner here. 
Thanks!!! kovic

 Reply Reply to this post

 

Poster: Valor 
(GRHK.ORG)

Date: April 04, 2006 03:43:57am

Forum: netlabels Subject: Re: New basic netlabel-owner
upload instructions.

Hi! 

I guess I missunderstood the process to set an image of the netlabel and after 
adding an item "collection header" with value of url to a jpg 200x90 I've corrupted 
the xml. 

Currently the details page is seen (http://www.archive.org/details/grhk004) but I 
can not edit neither do any admin task and it reply with this message: 

"The item you are trying to edit does not have metadata or the metadata is not 
parseable. 
It will need to be rebuilt or fixed first." 

How may I fix it if it doesn't allow me to edit the xml? 
Where's the rebuilt option? 

thanks

 Reply Reply to this post

 

Poster: GirdwoodTelevision Date: April 12, 2006 09:03:47am

Forum: netlabels Subject: Re: New basic netlabel-owner
upload instructions.

Hi, I've fixed your collection's front page: 
http://www.archive.org/details/GRHK_Records 

Here's how to add a logo to the upper right corner of your netlabel collection's 
pages: 

* Go to your collection front page 
* Click the "edit" link next to the title 
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* Click Item Manager 
* Check out the item's files 
* Upload your logo to this directory using FTP 
* Check the item back in 
* Return to collection's front page and click "edit" link again 
* Find logo file at bottom of page and choose "Collection Header" from the
drop down list of formats and submit. 

It takes a few minutes for the changes to show up, but that's it! 

You might want to use the "report error" option in the future, since we're likely 
to see your problem a lot sooner that way. Thanks, 

Alexis

This post was modified by ARossi on 2006-04-12 16:03:47

 Reply Reply to this post

 

Poster: mujinga Date: April 16, 2006 09:11:53am

Forum: netlabels Subject: Re: New basic netlabel-owner upload
instructions.

hiya, im getting started over at netlabel wanklank ... i found the ftp process a bit 
tricky to be honest and whilst i do think it is good to make mistakes and 
therefore learn for yourself, i thought maybe some people would welcome a 
larger help file, becuase simon's post here certainly helped me a lot ... so i 
expanded it a bit, hope it helps. 
this is just my version so please change, edit, adapt as necessary. 
added with no guarantee for success, even if it worked for me... 
my edits are in CAPITALS 

GETTING STARTED 

email simon with your email 
he needs the email you signed in to the archive with and the name for your 
collection. 
you will then get given a site: www.archive.org/details/[YOUR COLLECTION 
NAME GOES HERE] 

UPLOAD 

1. Go to http://www.archive.org/create/ and pick a name for the item. 
IT IS STRONGLY ADVISED THAT THIS NAME IS CONNECTED TO YOUR 
COLLECTION NAME IE IF YOUR CONNECTION NAME IS 'DANDY' THEN MAKE 
RELEASE ONE 'DANDY_ONE' OR 'DANDY1' OR 'DANDY111'. NO SPACES 
ALLOWED. 

2. THEN YOU MUST UPLOAD THE FILES EITHER BY FTP [A] OR THE 
CCPUBLISHER TOOL [B]. 

FOR FTP: 
You'll be given an FTP address - YOU HAVE TWO OPTIONS, EITHER LOG INTO 
TO IT VIA INTERNET EXPLORER [A1] OR LOG IN VIA AN FTP CLIENT [A2] 
SUCH AS CUTEFTP OR SMARTFTP. 
Log onto it with your normal Archive email address and password, and upload all 
the MP3s and cover JPGs into there. 

FOR CCPUBLISHER, FOLLOW THE INSTRUCTIONS 

THE FILES MUST ALL BE NAMED [YOUR COLLECTION NAME GOES HERE]... 
SO FOR THE DANDY COLLECTION YOU MIGHT UPLOAD: 
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DANDYTRACKONE.MP3 
DANDYTRACKTWO.MP3. 
DANDYTRACKTHREE.MP3 
DANDYTRACKFOUR.MP3 
DANDY.JPG 
DANDYCOVERART.JPG 

If you want a small cover JPG as a thumbnail, it should be called itemname.jpg 
where itemname is the real itemname! 
EG DANDY.JPG FOR THE DANDY NETLABEL 

3. After you've done that, click the link to 'check everything in' and # 

THEN YOU GET TO 'Your item is not yet public. 
You must pick a mediatype and collection now' 
SO FOR AUDIO NETABELS, YOU PICK AUDIO AND [YOUR COLLLECTION 
NAME HERE] IE DANDY 
THEN SUBMIT AUDIO 

THEN you'll be given a chance to add details about the item (name, description, 
etc). Don't worry if it take a couple of minutes before you can edit the page - 
sometimes it takes a little while for the XML dropper to kick in. 
THEn CHECK EVERYTHING IN LINK IS PRESENT ON THE INTERNET 
EXPLORER PAGE [A1] 
THEN CHECK EVERYTHING IN LINK IS PRESENT BACK ON THE ARCHIVE 
WEB PAGE WHERE YOU CREATED THE COLLECTION IN STEP 1 [A2] 
I DIDNT DO METHOD [B] SO I DONT KNOW WHERE YOU CHECK IT IN 

4. Just fill in all the details, and make sure that collection = your collection 
name. 

4a. To have your item associated with overall "netlabels", you need to also hit 
the "Add another field" button near the bottom. Two new boxes appear. Add to 
left box (exact case) the string "collection" (without quotes). Add to right box 
(exact case) the string "netlabels" (without quotes). 
OOPPS DIDN TACTUALLY READ THIS BEFORE SO I DIDNT DO THIS, IT 
APPEARS THAT THE FIELD IS AUTOMATICALLY ADDED AND THEN YOU MUST 
FILL IT IN. I FILLED IN MY COLLECTION AS [YOUR COLLECTION NAME GOES 
HERE] BUT WILL TRY ALSO TO FOLLOW THIS INSTRUCTION 

AND MUST THE COLLECTION ITSELF BE LISTED AS 'COLLECTION - 
NETLABELS'? MINE IS LISTED 'COLLECTION - AUDIO' .. 

4b. Then hit submit. Again, don't worry if it takes 5-10 minutes OR LONGER! for 
the item to go live, but when it does, everything should be good! 

5. If you want to edit the item again, you can go to the 'Item Manager' link. IF 
YOU WANT TO ADD OR DELETE FILES YOU HAVE TO check the files out, and 
FTP up again to change things around. THEN REMEMBER TO CHECK 
EVERYTHING IN AGAIN ... 
IF YOU WANT TO EDIT NAMES, TRACK ORDER AND SO ON THAT CAN ALL BE 
DONE WITHIN THE ITEM MANAGER ... 

USEFUL TIPS: 

FOR THE COLLECTION: 

You can edit your collection by clicking the little 'edit' button next to its name on 
the collection screen - you can change the text, and also, if you want to add a 
logo, you need to go edit items, add a 200 x 75 pixel JPG, or thereabouts, and 
make sure it's tagged as 'collection header'. I CANNOT DO THIS .. I TRIED 
'COLLECTION HEADER','COLLECTION_HEADER', '[YOUR COLLECTION NAME 
GOES HERE]' AND '[YOUR COLLECTION NAME GOES HERE]_HEADER'. BUT 
NO LUCK... 

spotlight_identifier: The identifier for the item to spotlight for this collection. 
THIS PUTS THE CHOSEN ITEM IN THE SPOTLIGHT FRAME ON THE LABEL 
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PAGE ... 

FOR INDIVIDUAL ITEMS YOU CAN EDIT UNDER THE NEW EDIT ITEM LINK, 
BOTTOM LEFT HAND CORNER OF PAGE. YOU CAN ALSO ACCESS THE ITEM 
MAMANGER THROUGH THIS AS WELL AS THROUGH ITS OWN LINK: 

pick: This item should appear on the "pick" list for this collection, 0 or 1. 0 IS
NO, 1 IS YES 
public: This item should be publically available for download, 0 or 1. 0 IS NO, 1
IS YES 
[I GUESS THE DEFAULT IS 1 FOR THE FIRST TWO ..] 

[I GUESS THE DEFAULT IS O FOR THIS ONE ..] 

SEEMS LIKE YOU ACTUALLY HAVE TO NUMBER THE TRACKS IN THEIR 
TITLES TO GET THEM TO LIST IN THE RIGHT ORDER. 

PHEW! 

i hope that this of use.

 Reply Reply to this post

 

Poster: simon c Date: April 16, 2006 11:52:46am

Forum: netlabels Subject: Re: New basic netlabel-owner upload
instructions.

Thanks for this - I hope people find it useful. I agree, the upload process _IS_
convoluted. I hope it gets fixed/improved soon. 

To answer a couple of your questions: 

1. If you want to make something appears in the netlabel RSS feed, you 
should add 'collection = netlabels' as _well_ as 'collection = audio' and 
'collection = your collection'. Easy, huh? 

2. For the logo - you need to upload a JPG, and it can be called anything, but 
when you go to the Item Manager, you should be about to pick the dropdown 
pick 'Collection Header' from the dropdown menu of file types. Does this make 
more sense?

 Reply Reply to this post

 

Poster: mujinga Date: April 16, 2006 12:07:21pm

Forum: netlabels Subject: Re: New basic netlabel-owner upload
instructions.

hi simon, to respond to your answers: 

1. yup i figured that out. its easy but not obvious (for me anyway) 

2. um, no i dont see any dropdown menus but i am prepared to give it 
another go so i will get back to you about that

 Reply Reply to this post

 
Poster: mujinga Date: April 22, 2006 02:19:51am

Forum: netlabels Subject: Re: New basic netlabel-owner upload
instructions.
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2. ok, i see what you mean ... so the solution is quite simple actually! 

btw i am pleased my netlabel page is finally finished, although my logo is 
now pretty huge ... but i think i will leave it that way for a while

 Reply Reply to this post

 

Poster: ixi Date: May 05, 2006 06:17:39pm

Forum: netlabels Subject: Re: New basic netlabel-owner upload
instructions.

hi 

in step 3, "After you've done that, click the link to 'check everything in' and # 
" I guess this happens if you are using the CCpublisher tool, but what if we 
used FPT? how do we get to that "check everything in" links? 

thanks

 Reply Reply to this post

 

Poster: simon c Date: May 06, 2006 01:01:27am

Forum: netlabels Subject: Re: New basic netlabel-owner upload
instructions.

You should be able to reach the link in a web browser, if you plug http://
into the same FTP url that you used. Then you can click on it!

 Reply Reply to this post

 

Poster: Adam Young Date: October 17, 2006 05:23:28am

Forum: netlabels Subject: Removing items?

How do you remove items perminately from a netlabel? 

I've asked before and never got a response.

 Reply Reply to this post

 

Poster: ARossi Date: October 17, 2006 03:08:40pm

Forum: netlabels Subject: Re: Removing items?

Send an email to iasupport AT archive DOT org with the URLs of the
items you would like us to take down. Make sure you send the email
from the address you used when you uploaded the items (that's the 
only way we can tell that you're the owner). 

Alexis

 Reply Reply to this post

 

Poster: postunder Date: June 20, 2006 01:28:16pm

Forum: netlabels Subject: Re: New basic netlabel-owner upload
instructions.

I think the new uplaod proccess is pretty good. Items get online faster with more
control on the user side. 

Good job :D 
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Faxi

 Reply Reply to this post

 

Poster: Ed End Date: February 22, 2007 09:27:38am

Forum: netlabels Subject: Re: New basic netlabel-owner upload
instructions.

Hi Simon C. I would request a netlabel page
http://www.archive.org/details/lecolibrinecrophile 
I know the way http://www.archive.org/create/ because I have already upload a 
video months ago http://www.archive.org/details/GestaltOrchestrALive22042006 
because I'm not sure it's possible to add presentation of the netlabel and more 
and more, maybe it can be done by editing and uploading a xml, but I'm a very 
beginner for this so I will try myself to find solution, but a little help can be 
useful ;) Here is my mail, morne@free.fr The stuff I need to upload is the full 
series of episodes of necktar, but I would began by the last one 
http://morne.free.fr/Necktar7/ Thanks so much for this awesome archive. Best 
regards. ed e n d.

 Reply Reply to this post

 

Poster: Sonic 
Space

Date: November 02, 2007 01:55:24am

Forum: netlabels Subject: Re: New basic netlabel-owner upload
instructions.

Hi Simon. I am a beginner here. How can I create a page
http://www.archive.org/details/sonicspase for my label?

 Reply Reply to this post

 

Poster: Capeta 
Records

Date: November 20, 2007 07:56:22pm

Forum: netlabels Subject: Re: New basic netlabel-owner upload
instructions.

hi simon! 

you it could create for a collection for mine netlabel? the name is Capeta 
Records and my email is linauro@yahoo.com.br 

link will be http://www.archive.org/create/capetarecords ? 

I wait reply, 

hugs! 

 Reply Reply to this post

 

Poster: Deep-X 
Recordings

Date: November 22, 2007 04:27:14am

Forum: netlabels Subject: Re: New basic netlabel-owner
upload instructions.

Hey! How can I create a page http://www.archive.org/details/deepxrec for my 
label, and add on this page (http://www.archive.org/details/deepxrec) 
items: 
http://www.archive.org/details/deepx001compilation 
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http://www.archive.org/details/deepx002dubsoundsystem

 Reply Reply to this post

 

Poster: Spirit of 
Gravity

Date: December 19, 2007 06:45:13am

Forum: netlabels Subject: Re: New basic netlabel-owner upload
instructions.

Hi Simon 
I emailed you a month ago and then again a couple of weeks ago. We're keen to 
get going and set up a Spirit of Gravity netlabel on archive.org. 
Haven't heard from you but I'd imagine you are a busy guy. 
Can you let me know how long it will be before we can start uploading? 
Cheers 
Dan P 
Spirit of Gravity

 Reply Reply to this post

 

Poster: Pashka Date: March 07, 2008 04:57:50am

Forum: netlabels Subject: Re: New basic netlabel-owner upload
instructions.

Please help me... 
Last June (2007-07-10 09:46:26) I've created item for my netlabel - but i've 
created it like audio ... so I don't now how to change it to collection ... we have 
now five releases and i want to combine them on my page of netlabel here ... 
Thanks!

 Reply Reply to this post

 

Poster: Pashka Date: March 07, 2008 05:58:59am

Forum: netlabels Subject: Re: New basic netlabel-owner upload
instructions.

I forgot to give link http://www.archive.org/details/deeplimit

 Reply Reply to this post

 

Poster: simon c Date: March 09, 2008 03:10:54pm

Forum: netlabels Subject: Re: New basic netlabel-owner upload
instructions.

Mail me at simon at archive dot org and we'll sort it out!

Terms of Use (10 Mar 2001)


